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A borderland, where at least four different
languages are spoken (Italian, Friulian, German
and Slovenian) and where even more are the
cultures that can be encountered. To understand
what to see in Friuli Venezia Giulia, you must first
know that it is a region rich in history and
traditions, a place of passage where different
ethnic groups met between the Alps and the sea,
between Eastern Europe and the West creating a
cultural landscape without any comparison.



From Trieste… Rilke Walking 
and Timavo Resurgence

The Rilke Trail is a beautiful scenic walk that connects 
Sistiana to Duino, running alongside the Duino’s Falesie
Nature Reserve. The trail is named after the poet Rainer 
Maria Rilke, who lived as a guest of the princes Thurn and 
Taxis at Duino Castle. Rilke loved these places so much that 
he used them as inspiration for his Duino Elegies…

The Rilke Trail offers an opportunity to observe 
“Karstfication phenomena” at close quarters. Scenic stations 
have been created taking advantage of military bunkers and 
foxholes from World War I and World War II.

After a little rest, its time to reach, by bus, the Timavo
Resurgence that is located near the area of San Giovanni 
Duino. In this area, surrounded by majestic cypresses, 
poplars and plane trees, the river Timavo re-emerges after 
40 km underground. The source is in Slovenia, and runs for 
approximately 50 km and drops deep in the Skocjan Caves, 
where, after 2,5 km and 25 waterfalls, it disappears and re-
emerges in San Giovanni Timavo…..



From Trieste…Walking 
between the Sea and Carso 

Leave the pier by bus and after a short transfer of 
about 20 minutes you will reach Opicina from 
where, together with your guide, you will start 
your walking tour. This easy path offers beautiful 
glimpses and panoramic views of the city and the 
Gulf of Trieste. It is known as the Strada Vicentina, 
or, as the residents of Trieste call it, the Strada 
Napoleonica (Napoleonic Way).
The path connects Opicina to Prosecco and 
measures about  five kilometres. Set amidst 
verdant nature (you can follow a wide gravel path 
or one of the narrower trails through the woods), 
the route is sheltered from the Bora, with 
occasional sunlit stretches. 
The legend says  that the Napoleonic 
troops created the route, giving origin to its name. 
The other name of the path, Strada Vicentina, 
probably originates from Vicentini, the last name of 
the engineer who planned it.

Once arrived at the village of Prosecco you will 
relax a bit in a typical tavern called “Osmiza” and 
taste local products. 

At the end the private bus will take you back  to 
the port.



A taste of Trieste
Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Trieste with a taste of the olive oil and

wine produced in the area. Leave the pier by walking and take a

short stroll into the heart of Trieste, a central European city,

where you will breathe a multicultural atmosphere, which will

charm you with historic cafés, art, and heterogeneous

architecture. After this guided visit you will be escorted by bus

through the Carso, a unique territory because of its nature and

history. The Carso is a rocky, calcareous plateau which stretches

alongside the eastern border of Friuli Venezia Giulia, from Gorizia

to Istria and Trieste . Famous for its landscapes, the Carso is a

precious land mainly from a nature point of view. Because of its

geomorphological peculiarities, the grottoes, the sinkholes and

the valleys hollowed out by water and by the underground

courses of the rivers, this area is a paradise for nature lovers and,

because of the extraordinary varied vegetation , it is a paradise

for botanists. Then you will visit a local factory that produces and

bottles their own wines and olive oils, you will taste their wine

and olive oil together with some bread and cheese. After that,

it’s time to return to the ship.



The Cave “Grotta Gigante”

The cave “Grotta Gigante” is one the most

interesting sites in the Italian region of Friuli

Venezia Giulia, where tourism, environment and

scientific research blend together, nature comes

in shapes and colours of rare beauty and science

hides under the ground in order to understand

our planet at best.

The exceptionally large size of the main

underground chamber of the Grotta Gigante,

situated near Borgo Grotta Gigante, in the

municipality of Sgonico (Trieste), are 98,50

metres high, 76,30 metres wide and 167,60

metres long… the temperature inside the cave is

of 11°C all year round.

Start your visit leaving the pier by private bus and

escort, after 25 minutes you will reach the cave.

There will be a local guide to escort you inside

the cave for about one hour. Then, at the end of

the guided visit, you will be escorted back to the

pier.




